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enewable energy is an increasingly important element of the world’s energy mix.
Wind farms are a common feature of most onshore landscapes, but the future for wind
energy is firmly offshore and in particular for floating assets in deeper water where the winds are
more reliable. These floating assets are large in size and increasing in numbers; with more than
70 000 MW output predicted by 2040.
These structures are clearly different to other non-mobile floating offshore installations (FOIs) such as
semi-submersibles, tension leg platforms, and FPSOs. They are affected by complex forces of the wind,
rotating blades, current, and sea state. They are also different in that they are unmanned and mass
produced with multiple units of the same design in a given array.
But there are also many similarities – they have buoyancy tanks, mooring systems, and topsides
structures, and they will be affected by marine growth, fatigue, and corrosion.
Similarly to FOIs, they are designed to stay on-site, with high levels of reliability, for many years, and will
be required to have operational life extensions far longer than the original design lives.
Right now, the focus of the industry is to get into ‘production’ rather than to worry too much about
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Figure 1. Inspection class ROV and hull cleaning.

are already proven and accepted by regulators
and the class societies.
Clearly there may be many other challenges
specific to wind energy, for example the
need for extensive hull cleaning and topsides
structural and blade integrity, which can be
developed noting that cost, remote inspections,
and using risk-based inspection (RBI) strategies
may be of value.
HITS is collaborating with wind energy
JIPs to find areas of common interest. For
background information, several of the
technologies supported by HITS are described
here.
EM&I is an asset integrity organisation that
is a member and project manager of HITS and,
encouraged by HITS, has developed a number
of methods to reduce cost and risk.

Replacing divers for underwater
inspection

Figure 2. Repair cofferdam installed using ODIN®.

what will happen in the longer term, and again this was the
case in the early pioneering days of many innovative industries.
The question is: is there anything to learn from existing
marine/offshore technology that might make managing the
integrity of these assets, both long and short-term, easier?
The Hull Inspection Techniques and Strategy Joint Industry
Project (HITS JIP) was set up eight years ago to look at
optimising the integrity of floating structures, predominantly
those producing hydrocarbons.
The HITS JIP members include regulators, class societies,
operators, and service providers. They set the parameters, and
encouraged and monitored the development of a number of
ground-breaking robotic and digital technologies which have
helped to revolutionise the asset integrity strategy for floating
assets. HITS objectives included:
FFMinimising diving operations (inspection, cleaning,
corrosion protection, etc.).

FFMinimising confined space entry.
FFMinimising tank cleaning for inspection.
Many of the technologies for hull and mooring system
integrity may also be applicable for floating wind assets and
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In order to reduce the requirement for divers,
with 10 - 15 person teams taking up valuable
persons on board (POB) or costly dive support
vessels (DSVs), EM&I designed a method of
inspection from within the hull and, using
smaller, inspection class remotely operated
vehicles (ROV), conducting the external surveys
using a two to three person team only.
Integrity and inspection class ROVs
carry a number of tools including cavitation
cleaners which remove marine growth without
damaging coatings.
Other tools are also available for
inspection and minor repairs, but a different
strategy is used for more substantial hull repairs using ODIN®
access ports. These are essentially a means of introducing
tools from hull to sea or vice versa without the need for
divers.

Diverless hull repairs
When looking at better ways to undertake underwater
repairs, one solution was to find a way to fix a cofferdam (a
box fixed to the side of a hull to enable repairs to be carried
out from inside).
Cofferdams are normally positioned by divers fixing bolts
to the side of the hull or mechanically strapped into place.
As a result, the company developed a method by drilling
holes into the hull from inside (using class approved ODIN
access ports and specialised winches) without allowing any
water ingress – securing the cofferdam into place from inside
the hull by wires.
It is also possible to use similar methods to inspect and
repair valves and sea chests on other floating installations,
such as FPSO vessels, spars, tension leg platforms (TLPs), and
mobile offshore drilling units (MODUs) without divers – these
methods may well be adapted to floating offshore wind
installations.

Inspecting mooring
chains without divers
Another HITS objective was to
automate ways of cleaning,
inspecting, and possibly repairing
mooring chains.
ROVs have proved capable of
cavitation cleaning at moderate
depths of approximately 100 m
and inspection down to 2000 m
or more.
Consequently, EM&I’s
technical group is currently
developing LORISTM, a robot
based on a logging industry
tool, developed for cleaning,
inspecting, and potentially
repairing mooring systems.
Pool trials are underway and
sea trials are planned for 2021.

Figure 3. Mooring chain inspection and LORISTM prototype during pool trials.

Avoiding confined
space entry
Tank and confined space entry is
Figure 4. Remote laser scan and camera images.
considered by many to be one of
the most hazardous tasks which
FOI crews undertake, with spaces
being difficult to enter and exit safely, and evacuation in the
Non-intrusive electrical equipment
event of an emergency being a major threat.
inspection
The solution, developed by EM&I with encouragement of
Another project is currently using non-intrusive methods
the HITS JIP, uses laser scanning and remotely operated optical
for inspection of electrical equipment. Typically, electrical
CCTV systems which meet class and regulatory requirements
equipment needs to be switched off, and the system isolated
at a distance, instead of close-up inspection by people. The
before detailed inspection is possible. This is costly and leads
laser scanning builds a 3D image, in a point cloud. A typical
to operational disruption.
scan takes approximately eight minutes, where it could take
In order to avoid these disruptions, the ExPertTM was
several days with people in the tank for a traditional tank
developed, an approach using techniques adapted from the
inspection.
medical world, to inspect electrical items without opening
The NoMan® system with optical and laser scanning is
them so that common faults can be detected.
able to inspect the tanks on an FOI with a two-man team in a
matter of days, rather than having 10 - 12 people onboard for
Oil and gas technology applied to
three to four weeks, conducting the dangerous work involving
floating wind farms
tank entry.
There are proven strategies for assuring integrity on hull,
Technology is advancing rapidly. A laser scan can now
mooring system, and other components on marine structures
identify distortion in the structure and find and measure
using robotic methods which may be suited to or adapted to
corrosion pits and areas of coating breakdown. The data
unmanned floating wind arrays.
can also be converted into stress models, to identify areas of
Early engagement with design teams will mean that
weakness and reducing integrity.
changes to enable these capabilities can be incorporated into
A large challenge when evaluating tank integrity is steel
floating wind assets at the design stage, generating a high
thickness measurement, particularly in areas of corrosion.
return on investment while enhancing asset integrity.
Traditional methods of non-destructive testing (NDT) currently
This approach has helped to fast track a number of new
involve tank entry.
technologies in the oil and gas industry.
A synchronous scanning method, presented to the HITS
Given the involvement of classification societies and other
members, enables thickness measurement with equivalent
regulators early in the development process, the methods can
accuracy to ultrasonic or mechanical measurements.
be demonstrated and validated to gain regulatory approval
The data can be transmitted to engineers and surveyors to
for both current and potentially extended lifecycles.
help achieve remote inspection and analysis, yet still allow the
These methods have the advantage of having fewer
surveyor to direct the inspection to specific areas of the tank
people exposed to high risk, but also reduces offshore
that require special attention.
activity.
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